For 30 years, Angel Flight East has provided free
flights for children and adults in need of medical
treatment far from home, thanks to the generosity
of our network of volunteer pilots.
Because healing should be about getting better, not getting there

Patient is ambulatory &
medically stable

Traveling 100 miles
or more

Visit www.angelflighteast.org
or call 215-358-1900 to
request a flight

We will contact your patient within one business day to complete the flight request.

REASONS FOR TRAVEL INCLUDE:

Children & adults who
need to travel more than
100 miles for medical care

Quick
Facts

Participation in clinical trials or
requires a specialist for rare
diseases, cancer, burns, etc

Patients who are
immunocompromised

Family members that would
like to "be there" for loved
ones during hard times

Flights: Unlimited & can be up to 1,000 miles
Flights can be requested by anyone: patient, family member, or healthcare provider
“I don’t know how I would continue to get care if it wasn’t for Angel Flight East. When I was in chemo
at a younger age, I felt very vulnerable and exposed traveling through large airports. AFE helps to
take away the additional stress of being sick and in public. Often times, people who are sick feel like
they can’t catch a break. When luck runs out, AFE is there to help.” --Mackenzie

CALL US
NOW
215-358-1900

REQUEST A
FLIGHT
ANGELFLIGHTEAST.ORG

FLIGHT REQUESTS
Submitted by medical facilities,
healthcare professionals, or
passengers themselves
Once qualified, no limit to the amount
of times you can request a flight

Hope in Flight
Angel Flight East (AFE) provides
FREE flights to individuals requiring
crucial medical care at distant
facilities. Additional services include
the delivery of supplies to disaster
areas and other compelling needs.

Service Area

Service is available to residents of the
14 states pictured above, traveling a
minimum of 100 to a maximum of
1,000 miles. For destinations outside
of our footprint, AFE links with other
volunteer pilot organizations.

HOW TO HELP
Partner with AFE
Spread the word about AFE
Encourage pilots to get involved
Make a donation
United Way of Greater Philadelphia &
Southern New Jersey UWSEPA
Donor #10668
"It’s that interest in helping, interest in making life
better for someone suffering or needing support that is
a common thread running through the fabric of all
those involved in Angel Flight. Whether they are pilots,
support staff, donors or sponsors, each one is part of a
community eager to provide aid." -AFE Pilot

1501 Narcissa Road
Blue Bell, PA 19422
215-358-1900
@AngelFlightEast

Healing should be about
getting better, not getting there

WHAT WE DO

ABOUT US
All Angel Flight East coordinated flights are
provided FREE to passengers. Volunteer pilots
use their planes to fly passengers to their
destinations and cover costs associated with the
flight. Angel Flight East is responsible for all the
coordination including, but not limited to;
outreach, qualifying passengers, recruiting pilots,
scheduling flights and matching passengers with
pilots.

“I wanted to thank you for everything. We
had such a wonderful experience. Bruce
and Dean are truly two of the most
beautiful humans I have ever met. The
words “thank you” just are not adequate.
We are so grateful! Thank you from the
bottom of my heart.”

Angel Flight East provides an
average of 900 flights annually

AFE PASSENGER
For passengers who are ambulatory, sufficiently
stable, and who have conditions including but not
limited to;

Chemotherapy
Clinical Trials
Burn Treatment
Chronic Congenital Conditions
or Rare Diseases
Immune Conditions that
Prevent Flying on Commercial
Aircraft
Other Medical Issues that Need
to be Addressed Far from Home
Each volunteer pilot is ready to help whenever
there is a compelling need. They are the heart
and core of AFE.

30% of all passengers
flown are children
"We are so thankful for Angel Flight
East to get kids to our hospital who
need our help. They wouldn't be able
to get to us without you!"

SHRINERS HOSPITAL OF
PHILADELPHIA

We want to thank all of the Angel Flight
East Staff Coordinators and the many
Pilots, that volunteered their time and
stepped in to ensure that our family had
the support that it needed for flights to a
distant hospital.
AFE PASSENGER

92,000 Miles Flown & 1,500
hours in the air each year

